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Update on efforts in two topical 
areas

● Generating equilibria for NTM studies 
– Primary: E. Howell

● Accurate boundary element calculations for 
resistive-wall calculations
– Primary: D. Barnes



Tearing modes are a leading cause of disruptions in tokamaks.

Small islands are often born
rotating with the plasma.

NTV and Maxwell torques slow
the island rotation.

Islands may lock if torques are
strong enough.

Disruptions often occur after
locking.

Statistical analysis of m/n = 2/1 locked and quasi-stationary modes with rotating precursors at DIII-D 3
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Figure 1. Example of an initially rotating locked mode (IRLM).
The black trace presents a fast rotating 2/1 NTM, as measured
by the set of Mirnov probes and analyzed by eigspec[32]. At the
time of locking (1978.5 ms), the low frequency mode is detected
by the ESLDs, shown in blue. The slow-down time is the time
taken for a mode rotating at 2 kHz to slow and lock; survival
time is the duration of an IRLM that ends in a disruption. A
factor of 0.5 has been multiplied to the Mirnov probes signal
to account for the eddy currents in the wall during fast mode
rotation. A factor of 2 has been multiplied to the ESLD signal
to obtain the peak radial magnetic field from the measurement
averaged over the large ESLD area.

duced now. First, it will be shown that the m/n = 2/1
island width cannot be used to distinguish disruptive
from non-disruptive IRLMs 20 ms or more ahead of
the disruption time. Similarly, the island width shows
little correlation with the IRLM survival time.

Second, the plasma internal inductance divided
by the safety factor, li/q95, distinguishes IRLMs that
will disrupt from those that will not. The predictive
capability of li/q95 might be related to the energy
available to drive nonlinear island growth.

Finally, a spatial parameter which couples the
q = 2 radius and the island width, referred to as
dedge (see section 5 for definition), also distinguishes
disruptive from non-disruptive IRLMs well within 20
ms of the disruption. It also correlates best with the
IRLM survival time. The predictive capability of dedge

is believed to be related to the physics of the thermal
quench.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
explains the method of detection of disruptions, of
rotating tearing modes, and of LMs. Section 3 provides
some general statistics of IRLM occurrences in DIII-D.
Section 4 quantifies the timescales of interest before
locking. Section 5 investigates the time available
to intervene before an IRLM causes a disruption.
Section 6 discusses the width and phase behavior at
locking, and the exponential growth of the n = 1
field before the disruption. Section 7 details the
interdependence between IRLMs and plasma — (— =
ÈpÍ/(B2/2µ0) where ÈpÍ is the average pressure and B
is the average total field strength). Section 8 decouples
the influence of flq2, q95, and li on IRLM disruptivity,
and investigates the e�ectiveness of li/q95, the island
width, and dedge as disruption predictors. A discussion
section follows which o�ers possible explanations of the
physical relevance of li/q95 and dedge. Finally, two
appendices are dedicated to the mapping from radial
magnetic field measurements to the perturbed island
current, and from the perturbed current to an island
width.

2. Method

2.1. Detection of disruptions

To categorize disruptive and non-disruptive modes, a
clear definition of disruption is needed. The plasma
current decay-time is used to di�erentiate disruptive
and non-disruptive plasma discharges. The decay-time
tD is defined as the shortest interval over which 60%
of the flat-top current is lost, divided by 0.6. In cases
where the monotonic decrease of Ip extends beyond
60%, the entire duration of the current decrease is
used, with proper normalization. The disruption time
is defined as the beginning of the current quench,
which is usually preceded by a thermal quench, a few
milliseconds prior.

The criterion tD <40 ms used to identify DIII-D
disruptions was formulated as follows.

A histogram of all decay-times is shown in figure
2, and features of the distribution are used to define
three populations. The first group peaks near tD=0
and extends up to tD=40 ms. These are rapid losses
of Ip and confinement, quicker than typical energy and
particle confinement times. Discharges in this group
are categorized as major disruptions, either occuring
during the Ip flat-top, or occurring during a partial
controlled ramp-down of less than 40% of the flat-top
value. The sudden loss of current during the partial
ramp-down cases must be fast enough to normalize to
an equivalent 40 ms or less full current quench. It is
worth noting that of the 5,783 disruptions detected,

R.
Sweeney 2017
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Start-up is an example where error-fields are a concern for ITER.

Error-fields exert a Maxwell torque that slows mode rotation
Locking occurs if error fields exceed a critical magnitude

As designed ITER’s error-field correction system will be able to reduce
error-fields to

δb

B
≈ 5× 10−5

Extrapolation from current experiments predicts a threshold for mode
locking during start-up between:

1.3× 10−5 .

(
δb

B

)
crit

. 2.7× 10−4

Fitzpatrick’s nonlinear analytic theory predicts a locking threshold:1(
δb

B

)
crit

≈ 5× 10−5

Here we plan of using simulations to study the scaling of Maxwell torques
and locking thresholds in realistic equilibria

1R Fitzpatrick, PPCF 2012
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Roadmap for Maxwell torque scaling and locking studies

Identify equilibria for study
Want a tearing mode unstable case: ∆′ > 0

No pedestal to avoid ELM’s

Generating model equilibrium is easier than finding a good reconstruction

Use heuristic neoclassical viscosity to rapidly explore the parameter space.
The long term goal is to use continuum kinetic closures

Kinetic closures are computationally expensive

Run initial simulations without flow or error fields
Not interested in the formation of the islands, so use tricks to speed up
computation

Add flows and RMPs after islands saturate

Eric C. Howell Plans for TM torque scaling studies



Step 1: Generate tearing unstable equilibria with ITER like shaping.

Use experimental coil currents from DIII-D with ITER shaping
Also interested in using ITER’s coil

Adjust equilibrium F and P profiles to create tearing unstable cases
Target a 2/1 or 3/2 mode

Use resistive DCON to quickly assess the stability

Requires incorporating the free boundary solver into fg nimeq

Scale unstable equilibrium to JET and ITER length scales.
Fix ε and βN

Scale R, F (ψ), P (ψ), Ic , etc consistently

Eric C. Howell Plans for TM torque scaling studies



Step 2: Revive the heuristic neoclassical viscosity to rapidly explore the
parameter space2.

The heuristic closure has the form:

∇ · ~~Πα = nmαµα
〈
B2
〉 ~Vα · ~eΘ(

~B · ~eΘ

)2
~eΘ

The dampening frequency, µα, can be used to control the island size.
Normalize island widths across cases (DIII-D, JET, and ITER)

Study small, medium, and large saturated islands

The heuristic closures mimics the dominant neoclassical effects
Only exerts a force in the poloidal direction

Poloidal flow dampening

Polarization current

Bootstrap current

2T. A. Gianakon, S. E. Kruger, and C. C. Hegna, POP 2002
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NIMUW’s free boundary solver has been incorporated into fg nimeq

Simultaneously solve for Λ = ψ
R2 and K =

µ0Jφ
R

∇ · R2∇Λ = −FF ′ − µ0R
2P ′

R2K = −FF ′ − µ0R
2P ′

The boundary flux Λb = ψb
R2 is solved simultaneously with the interior flux:

Λb = − 1

4πRb

∑
quad

MbqKq +
∑
coils

Mbc Ic


The response matrices M are computed at initialization.

This method eliminates the need for nested iterations that are traditionally
used during free boundary solves.
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Vertical instability prevents the free boundary solver from converging.

Fixed Boundary RBφ Free Boundary RBφ

The free boundary solver is tested using a DIII-D reconstruction

Free boundary calculations use reconstructed F and P profiles and the
experimental PF coil currents

Free boundary plot shows RBφ after the 10th iteration.

NIMUW uses up-down symmetry to stabilize vertical motion

Eric C. Howell Plans for TM torque scaling studies



A proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller provides position control.

Independent vertical and radial feedback systems use a generalization of
the algorithm described in Jardin’s textbook3:

δI nc = α1∆ψn︸ ︷︷ ︸
proportional

+α2

(
∆ψn −∆ψn−1

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

derivative

+α3

∑
∆ψi︸ ︷︷ ︸

integral

∆ψ ≡ ψ (R1,Z1)− ψ (R2,Z2)

Feedback system is unstable when only the proportional term is used.

The derivative term provides dampening.
Critical for stabilizing the alogrithm

The integral term has been implemented but needs testing.

Feedback parameters, αn, are normalized by the coils response function.

3S. Jardin, Computational Methods in Plasma Physics, 2010
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The free-boundary solver converges with feedback.

Fixed Boundary RBφ Free Boundary RBφ

The free-boundary solver reproduces the original reconstructed equilibrium

Two vertically aligned equilibrium coils are also used for both radial and
vertical position control.

Feedback current is 3% of the total current in the two feedback coils.
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Model equilibria are generated by prescribing F and P profiles

Reconstructed EQ Pressure Model EQ Pressure

Model pressure profile: P = P0

(
1− ψ̂

)2

+ Popen

Free-boundary solver also outputs EFIT eqdsk file.
Use resistive DCON to assess stability
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Conclusions/Future Work

Beginning Maxwell torque scaling and mode locking studies
Locked modes are a concern for ITER

fg nimeq has been modified to generate free boundary equilibria
PID controller provides position control
Shape control may be needed in future

Plan on using free-boundary solver to generate model equilibria for study
Start with experimental coil currents with ITER shaping
Modify F and P profiles to generate tearing unstable cases

Eric C. Howell Plans for TM torque scaling studies



  

Prior work coupling NIMROD to a boundary element solution 
for a resistive wall solution shows poor convergence

Convergence is only slightly better than 2nd order with high-order elements

Hypothesis: 2nd order methods used in GRIN limit convergence

Challenge: Need more accurate boundary element method for integration
                  with logarithmic singularities



Improve R-wall algorithm

• Desired – nth-order convergence (n up to 6 or so)

or

• Round-off-ish accuracy

• Components of boundary integral approach

– Free-space Green’s function

– Approximate integrals (logarithmic singularity)

– Matrix inversion and algebra

– Remainder of algorithm

April 21, 2018 1
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Work to date

• Implemented Young & Martinsson quadrature

• Tested FE direct integration version

– Symmetrized showed jaggies

– Asymmetric showed 1st order convergence

April 20, 2018 3
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Convergence of boundary solution

October 21, 2017 7
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Vacuum solver – Green’s functions
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Vacuum solver – Green’s functions

• n = 0 & n = 1 use elliptic integrals

• n > 1 by recursion

April 20, 2018 10



Vacuum solver – Integrals

April 20, 2018 11



Vacuum solver – Integrals

• Testing in stand-alone code
– n = 0 & n = 1 so far

– Manufacture solution using several random sources 
inside torus

– Give solve for compare

• Issues
– Young & Martinsson use Nystrom method 

(collocation)

– We need (eventually) FE method

– Interpolation between various meshes 

April 20, 2018 12
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Manufactured solution
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Vacuum solver – Integrals

• Status

– Progress

– Problems (bugs)

– Higher-order not yet

April 20, 2018 14
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Present

• Testing Nystrom method on G-L mesh

– Found description of interpolation vague

– So – used different method near ends of each
segment

– Still buggy code, so need week or two more work

• Reproduce Y & M high-accuracy results

• Interpolate 2 ways to FE?

• Understand issues with direct FE formulation

April 20, 2018 15



  

Summary

● Progress on-going on infrastructure to enable 
disruption simulations

● Generation of tearing mode unstable cases
● Accurate resistive-wall response matrix


